“Mantellum” is Latin for mantle which is an important role and one of responsibility that is passed from one person to another - we pride ourselves on this through the wholesale, distribution and production of all your fuel and storage needs.
Who Are We?

Mantellum (Pty) Ltd is a proudly South African owned, run and managed company with majority woman ownership and shareholding that specialises in the wholesale trading and distribution of petroleum products (i.e. diesel, petrol, lubricants, LPG, Gas and paraffin) nationwide and modular fuel storage, dispensing and fluid management systems.

Our ever expanding relationships with major oil refineries and related petroleum products ensures that the mantle that has been passed on from them to you is quality ensured and delivered.

Mantellum specialises in downstream marketing and distribution of products derived from crude oil and natural gas. Mantellum is registered at the Department of Energy (DOE) as a Wholesale Licence Holder. Mantellum thus complies with all the regulations as stipulated by the DOE.
What We Do

Mantellum offers best in class quality petroleum products and services. Should your requirements be fuel supply, bulk tanker storage solutions and/or any civils and construction associated with it, let Mantellum lead the way.

Our aim is to provide your business with cost effective refuelling solutions designed to keep your fleet, equipment and machinery fuelled, serviced and operating for optimum productivity. Mantellum offers a variety of financial solutions to support our products, helping ensure our supply to you has immediate benefits.

Mantellum supplies turnkey fuel and lubricant storage systems and dispensing equipment delivered directly to your site. We are committed to the design, manufacture and delivery of the perfect solution tailored to your requirements.
Mantellum Fuel Supply

Whether your business is: Agriculture, Mining, Transport, Aviation, Construction, Marine, Energy, Telecoms, Defence, Humanitarian or Motorsport, let Mantellum be your first choice solutions provider.

We will manage your fuel supply requirements from the refinery to your tank. With Mantellum as your preferred petroleum provider, you can rest assured that sourcing and delivering your fuel is our priority and we place strong emphasis on customer service and quality products.

Mantellum is fully equipped to meet your fuel and associated requirements. As our customer base grows our commitment to our fleet will meet our customer’s demand. Ensuring single source service provider benefits by managing efficient cost controls, no matter your business needs.
Modular Fuel Storage & Dispensing Systems

Mantellum supplies a complete range of storage and refuelling equipment designed for refuelling your vehicles, equipment and machinery.

We offer a variety of storage options from single tanks, containerised self-bunded tanks, bladders, trailers to bulk fuel farms. Our storage solutions range in size from 500 litres through to 200 000 litres. Our tanks are environmentally friendly, quick to setup, increase equipment operational time, are cost effective and are tailored solutions for your specific application.

To complement our storage equipment we can supply all required dispensing systems, including pumps, metres, bousers, filters, gauges, reels and other associated kit, providing a one-stop-shop for your fuel support solutions.

Our storage capabilities include:

- Tanks, Dispensing & Fuel Management Systems
- Bulk Storage Facility Design
- Engineering Services
- Project Management & Installation
- Commissioning, Testing & Training
- Ongoing Servicing & Maintenance
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Fluid Management Systems

Our integrated fuel management system allows your business to dispense, monitor and account for your fuel with only authorised users given access to fuel. Monitoring fuel usage enables you to deter theft, trouble-shoot mechanical problems and reduce possible fuel wastage.

Easy to use cloud-based fuel management systems that provide detailed information and insights into all aspects of your fuel storage and consumption. There is no need to change your existing system, our intelligent software will report data from your existing infrastructure and your on-road fluids consumption.
Lubricants

Passenger Vehicles
- Engine oils
- Transmission oils
- ATF
- Greases
- Antifreezes
- Brake fluids

Commercial Vehicles
- Engine oils
- Transmission oils
- ATF
- Greases
- UTTO/STOU
- Antifreezes
- Brake fluids

Marine Oils
- Marine engine oils
- Service equipment oils
- Greases

Industrial Oils
- Hydraulic oils
- Reductor oils
- Compressor oils
- Turbine oils
- Quenching oils
- Processing oils / TDAE
- Slideway oils
- Rolling mill oils
- Expander oils
- Oils for paper making machines
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Industria

Aerosol Lubricants & Cleaners
Industria’s comprehensive range of aerosol lubricants and cleaners have been specifically formulated to surpass the stringent industry requirements. Our leading formulas, in easy-to-use convenient aerosol cans, are technically advanced to take care of various automotive, industrial, and domestic applications. Industria products offer superior performance for all your machinery, plastics, engineering, mining, aviation, motorsport, marine, DIY and sporting needs - all designed to excel in today’s challenging operating conditions.

Our current range of aerosols includes a Multipurpose Lubricant, Carburettor & Metal Parts Cleaner, Chain Lubricant, Silicone Spray and Gun Cleaner.
Detergeo

Multipurpose Cleaner
Detergeo Multipurpose Cleaner is water based, completely non-flammable and contains no acids, ammonia or caustic soda. It is suitable for all materials (metal, ceramic, plastic, glass, wood). Detergeo contains an anti-bacterial ingredient which inhibits the growth of certain algae and is safe to use in food preparation environments. Detergeo is fully biodegradable, making it safe for the environment.

Heavy Industrial Cleaner
Detergeo Heavy Industrial Multipurpose cleaner is a highly concentrated water based, multipurpose cleaner, completely non-flammable and contains no acids or amonia. This product is specially formulated for various industrial operations such as mining, manufacturing and engineering.

Hand Cleaner
Detergeo Hand Cleaner is soft on hands and is easily washed off. It is a high strength grit cleaner and contains no paraffin.
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